RTCNYC Tool 12.4.2 Sample meeting agenda

Date:
Facilitators:

RTCA Meeting, Attorneys, Tenants and Organizers

● Welcome + Introductions
● Overview of RTC, our organization, our history, and our work
● What is our organizing & legal vision for RTC?
● Brainstorm session: How can attorneys support the organizing work? How can organizers support the attorneys?
● What are some challenges to think through?
● Next steps
● Invites + commitments
● Closing
• RTC Meeting, Attorneys, Tenants, & Organizers

1. *Intros- Name, organization, handshake activity ([Facilitator name-7m]*)
   a. Activity: Talk to 2 people & answer: name, org, what is the last song you listened to before you came to the meeting?

2. *Overview of RTC, our organization, our history and our work (Name-15m)*
   a. History of RTC w/ Slides. We will have the slides taped. We will have a gallery walkthrough where everyone will read the timeline, and everyone will add a star on the slide that they liked, or that they didn’t know about before.
   b. Discussion on the coalition & the work that we do collectively.

3. *What is our organizing & legal vision for RTC? (Name-25m)* Reiterate that tenants won this RIGHT. We are using RTC to BUILD POWER! We are using RTC so that tenants learn about their rights, to use it to stop evictions and to build power in their community. As a coalition, we are using RTC to create new demands that transform the systems that are currently in place that fail tenants. To make this happen, we need to work collectively.

   Have 1 piece of butcher paper for organizing vision(already filled out--see below) & another for legal vision.

   a. Our Organizing vision:
      i. Outreach and education
      ii. new TA’s
      iii. Rent strikes to demand to abolish MCI’s
      iv. targeting certain landlords
      v. Worst evictors list
   b. Handout sticky notes to every lawyer. They will write down their vision for legal work. When they are done, they will post the post-it note under legal vision. We will do a gallery walkthrough so that everyone can *(star)* their favorite one.

4. *Brainstorm ways that Attorneys can support the organizing work & organizers can support the legal work? (25m)*
   a. Report back for organizing vision.
      i. How can attorneys support this work?
1. Monitoring landlords ---flagging for you if they see eviction cases in buildings owned by particular landlords.
2. Support on direct actions
3. Setting up coordinated defense networks for rent strikes
4. Identifying potential people who might want to do an eviction blockade
5. Referring tenants to your organizing groups
6. Aggressive eviction defense
7. Pushing for repairs for nonpay
8. Joining our campaigns? Ex: BTU
9. What else?
   b. Report back for legal vision.
      i. How can organizers support this work?
      ii. In butcher paper, we list the feedback from lawyers.

5. What are some challenges that we need to think about? (15m)
   a. Examples:
      i. Connecting tenants to attorneys outside of court
      ii. Do we want a shared criterion around using a waiver for someone over income?
      iii. Tenants saying no to representation
      iv. Negativity from legal services about RTC
      v. Anything else?


7. Invites + Commitment( 5min)
   a. Monthly Coalition Meeting details